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Introduction:

● The Career Guidance and Counselling Programme organized by the Department of Political

Science at Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya on August 29, 2021,at 7.30 P. M on online

platform at Google Meet. Prof Jonaki Biswas, HOD of the said Department was the Convenor of

this programme. At first in her inaugural speech Prof. Jonaki Biswas explained the motto to

organize such programmes. As a patron of the programme honourable Principal Dr Swapan

Kumar Misra delivered a valuable lecture on Career opportunities for Political Science Students.

Throughout his speech he enriched Students by giving valuable advices on career related issues.

This programme later proved to be an insightful and motivating session for students aspiring to

pursue a career in Political Science. The event was graced by the presence of Dr. Eyasin Khan, an

esteemed Assistant Professor at Vidyasagar University, who served as the resource person for

the program.



Key Highlights:

1. Personal Struggles Shared by Dr. Eyasin Khan: Dr. Eyasin Khan started the session by sharing his

personal struggles and journey in the field of Political Science. His candid narrative resonated

with the students, offering a real-world perspective on the challenges and triumphs that come

with pursuing a career in academia.

2. Career Opportunities in Political Science: Dr. Khan, in his comprehensive presentation,

highlighted the diverse career opportunities that unfold post studying Political Science. Beyond

academia, he emphasized the vast array of paths available, including journalism, law, and

participation in think tanks. This broadened perspective encouraged students to explore beyond

traditional career trajectories associated with their field of study.

3. Insights into Various Career Paths: The session provided detailed insights into the different

career paths students could consider. Dr. Khan discussed the dynamic role of political science

graduates in journalism, where their analytical skills and understanding of political structures

could be harnessed. Additionally, he shed light on the significance of legal expertise in shaping

political landscapes. Moreover, he emphasized the pivotal role that think tanks play in policy

formulation and analysis, offering yet another avenue for graduates to contribute meaningfully.

After his speech Dr Kalipada Maity, HOD of Mathematics and NAAC Coordinator delivered a

lecture on ‘skills gained with a political science degree’ Dr Bidhan Chandra Samanta,HOD of

Chemistry and TCS, delivered a lecture on ‘How to make career in Political Science’ Dr Prosenjit

Ghosh HOD of history delivered lecture on ‘What can I do with a degree in Political Science’. Also

our Faculty members were delivered speeches on How the students of Political Science will

stand in future ‘.Lastly professor Jonaki Biswas gave everyone vote of thanks.Everyone,who

participated in this programme was delighted and benefitted.
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Conclusion:

In conclusion, the Career Guidance and Counselling Program proved to be a valuable initiative,

enlightening students about the myriad possibilities available to them after pursuing Political Science. Dr.

Eyasin Khan's motivational insights and the support from the college administration contributed to the

success of the event, leaving a lasting impact on the students of Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya.

The program not only served as a guide for future career choices but also as a source of inspiration for

those navigating the challenging yet rewarding field of Political Science.














